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sophie sergie offs Pfeintint vav0eft and jolene nanouk of unaldkleetunalakleetUnaldkleet alert their
partners in a riverboatriverbbatri0erboat thathat theyve captured a gull

learnlearninging how to be a college student
FAIRBANKS with the sun shin-

ing brightly overhead and temperature
in the low 80s it was a perfect day
torfor a field trip working their way
upstream three students and a com-
bination riverboat pilot and science in-
structorstruc tor scanned the horizon for gulls
the object of the day s lesson

hey sophie this is just like
home yelled jolene nanouk over the
roar of a 60 horsepower outboard
motor running full throttle against the
quick currents of the bates rapids a
little traveled section of the tanana
river just south of fairbanks

gulls spotted sophie sergie stepped
off the riverboat and onto a mud
island ignoring the screams of out-
raged gulls circling overhead not to
mention the wet soil sliding between
her bare toes sergie herded several
immature gulls off thehe island and
toward her two partners waiting
offshore

scooping the still flightless mew and
herring gulls from the water with fish
nets sergie s classmates tagged the
bibirdsadsrds left legs keeping a record of
their species weight and date of
capture

it was all in a day s work for the
crew from the university of alaska
fairbanks rural alaska honors in-
stitutestitute after several weeks of classes
projects and potlatches they were
ready for whatever their instructors
threw at them from soggy seagulls
to the toughest trigonometry

we re not supposed to stay up all
night to do our homework but a lot
of times we do said sergie a pitkaspatkas
point resident it s so demanding
not only do you have to do your work
you have to do it right

its a challengeachallenge but were the
future leaders of alaska echoed
unalakleets nanouk im interested
in alaska native issues and in some-
day going back to help the people in
the native villages

since its inception sixsix years ago
nearly 300 high school students bet-
ween their junior and senior years
have enrolled in the six week summer
program on the UAF campus of
those 60 are currently enrolled in
UAF programs and others are en-
rolled in or have graduated from
schools as diverse as dartmouth
princeton stanford wellesley and
notre dame

the goals at the founding in 1983
are the same goals we have today
said jim kowalsky RAHIs director

the purposes are to develop future
native leadership and to prepare
students for academic success in
college

the RAHI curriculum focuses on
mathematics and writing other
regular courses include speech the
alaska native claims settlement act
studstudyy skills swimming and college4college
knowledge this years spespecialtyFialty
courses are natural sciences engineer-
ing education business and ethnoetheo
archeologyarchaeologyarche ology

don scheaffer director of UAF
finanacialfina nacial aid spoke to the college
knowledge classclaim the morning of the
bird banding expedition explaining
the insins and outs of what can be a scary
subject paying for college

not many people can write out a
check for 7000 scheaffer told the
class dont panic there are a lot
of people who dont have a lot of
money who are going to schools like
UAF or schools that cost much more
thats what financial aid isis allalI1 about

the RAHI program itself isis under
written by the UAF college of liberal
arts sponsors such as the NANA
regional corp and several rural
school districts support students as
well alaskansalaskasAla skans enrolled inin RAHI
receive a full scholarship which
covers tuition room board supplies
and travel to and from their homes

this summer for the second year
inin a row there are also international
students inin RAHI in 1988 two
students from the yukon territory
completed the program this year
there were three visitors from
greenland

johanne rosing of qaqortoq
greenland teamed up with sergie and
nanouk during the seagull river round-
up language was not a barrier rosi-
ng speaks english with a slight danish
accent although she contends her
english isnt quite as fluent as her
danish or greenlandic

many of the root words in the
greenlandic nativelanguagenative language are the
same as in inupiaq said rosing 1 I
can understand anyone speaking in
upiaq even though the word andinendinendings
are a little different with cupikyupikyupicupi
though the words are different enough
that we cant really communicate

learning to communicate across
ethnic political and linguistic boun-
daries isis in large part what RAHI is
all about according to kowalsky the
friendships forged during the intensive
six week summer session may be the
beginning of relationships that will last
well beyond the end of this century

if the students become active in
native politics theres a good chance
theyll be dealing with each other for
the next 40 or even 50 years said
kowalsky this isis where a lot of

them will meet
during RAHI students leamlearn what

it means to be a college student from
living in the dormsborms to standing in lines
at the bookstore they also leamlearn that
the hardest subjects can sometimes be
the most rewarding

sergie hopes to attend the US
naval academy after finishing high
school shesashes not afraid of the
discipline of the academy but admits
to some previous fears about the
academic skills that would be expected
of her

until now I1 havent been very
good at math said sergie here
they encourage you to work harder in
class with a lot of people in a class

like trigonometry you get a better idea
of what to do and how to study for it
it was hard for me before but now I1
like it

students across the circumpolar
north are invited to apply for RAHI
minimum requirements are a 303.0
grade point average and finishing the
junior year of high school initial con-
tact with RAHI is usually made
through1hrough high school counselorscounselors and
principals all of whom have informa-
tion about applying for the program

morris thompson president of
doyandoypndoy9n ltdiad and a university ofalaska
regent delivered the commencement
address at this years RAHIRAIII gradua-
tion ceremony july 228


